
BEST WAY TO TRAVEL 
AROUND THE CITY…
The best way to see Chester is on foot, we 
don’t do transport here particularly well and 
everything is in such close proximity to 
everything you need!

BEST CHEAP EAT…
Chez Jules, anything French you can think of 
is served here. It’s like Moulin Rouge and a 
fraction of the price!

BEST PLACE TO HANG OUT… 
Chester has so many outside spots  
to chill and have a catch up, every restaurant 
or patch of grass is as ideal as the next. 

BEST PLACE TO 
HAVE A DRINK…
The Botanist is perfect to soak up  
a characterful vibe and sip the best 
wines or cocktails!

 “Hi! I’m Stephi, a rainbow haired fashion and 
lifestyle blogger based in Liverpool. I have a keen 
interest in music festivals and travelling the world 
as my blog takes me global in a huge adventure of 
exploration for colour and individual uniqueness.”

Blog: StephiLaReine.com

Twitter: @StephiLaReine 
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Chester clock and bridge

http://StephiLaReine.com
https://twitter.com/StephiLaReine


BEST PLACE TO DANCE 
THE NIGHT AWAY…
Rosie’s is always the known go-to for most 
people, I like to pile into Telfords Warehouse 
when there’s live bands!

BEST PLACE TO 
BREAK A SWEAT…
Yoga by 18 is perfect for all gym needs, and 
so so relaxing when you need to get your 
body all warmed up in the winter.

BEST WAY TO UNWIND…
Go for a stroll through the park. Take in the 
sights, sounds and gorgeous smells that the 
Roman town has to offer. Grosvenor Park is 
perfect for a summer unwind!

BEST PLACE TO SHOP 
TILL YOU DROP…
The Rows around all the buildings has 
so many boutiques and vintage shops, where 
you can find any quirky item. I’m still 
exploring after many years!

BEST TOURIST SPOT 
OR MUST SEE…
Chester Zoo, it’s the best zoo I’ve ever been 
to and is always going to be one  
of the best days out you’ll ever have!

HIDDEN GEM…
Sergio’s by the Chester Cathedral is a little 
hidden gem, that’s so reasonable  
for 5* food, ultimate foodie goals!

ITRAVELSMART
The official journey-planning 
app for Chester. With up-to-
date travel information, 
interactive maps and 
timetables –  
it’s the only app you’ll need 
to get around! 

UNIDAYS
Instant access to the best 
student discounts, online and 
in-store… and to top it all off, 
it’s free to sign up!

ALL RECIPES
Gone are the days of pot 
noodles and beans on 
toast… this app gives you 
great recipes with step-by-
step instructions so you can’t 
go wrong!

BEST APPS




